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GOLD

CMP:26135

Gold has strong supports around 25750 levels.For intraweek gold if gold trades below 25750 then only think for
selling ....for target 24800 and 24300... Remember be very bearish in gold below 25750 else a small bounce till
26400 is not ruled out

SILVER

CMP: 35942

Silver as formed a pattern wherein a trade below 35000 will call for a target 30600.....that seems to be major
support area for silver.Be bullish in silver only an only if trades above 38500...else just be bearish

COPPER

CMP:414.7

Copper has bullish view only and only if trades above 425.Copper is forming a pattern which is suggesting a level of
370 and 330 in time to come....view will be negated only and only if copper trades above 425 else heading for
downside target of 370

NICKEL

CMP:971

iNTRAWEEK BUYING CAN BE EXPECTED AROUND 940-950 LEVEL .Bearish view in nickel if trades below 899 for
target 825....if 899 not broken nickel will be heading for target 1250

NATURAL GAS

CMP:240

Natural gas has strong monthly support around 220-215 levels. For the week be bearish only and only if natural gas
trades below 220....else natural gas has upside target of 260 and 290.d

ZINC

CMP:142.5

Zinc has strong monthly support around 132-133 .....Be bullish in zinc for the week only if zinc trades above 143
...and very bearish only below 137....pattern suggest zinc if not crossed 143 will be heading for lower target of 127124

Lead

CMP: 123.7

Lead has bearish view below 121 levels for the target of 106.very bearish below 120 level in lead .Bullish view in
lead only if trades above 130...else sell on rise is advisable

CRUDE OIL

CMP:4931

Crude has crucial monthly support around 4530 and 4350.Buying is expected only if crude trades above 5000...else
heading for lower target of 4530.

